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[Mn(II)] = 0.58 mol/l
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[Fe(II)] = 0.35 mol/L






















T = 77 oC
[Fe(II)] = 0.17 mol/L
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[FeT]o = 0.35 mol/l  
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The program for the estimation of the parameters is quite long to include them all, 













C Fexp 0.345341 0.331543 0.318225644 0.308615 0.276861 0.267861 0.252662 0.243984 0.240029( )
T
t 0 21.0833 43 60 127 151 203 250 300( )T
 
parameters to be estimated
A 1 5.4 10
9
. A 2 9.0 10
9
. E 58900





starting ferrous concn . E
8.314
















C Fe A 1 A 2, t, Minerr C Fe





C Fe A 1 A 2, tn,
calculates the sum of residual square error 
by comparing the experimental and calculated 




















SSE1 3.804 10 4.=
